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The place of Talbot House in the
memory of many of the survivors
was I believe of a place of
fellowship, a home from home
and a space for recreation. It was
also the place from which many
would return to the front line to
face the horrors of the trenches
with mayhem and death.

EDITORIAL
Toc H – Child of Talbot House
The interrelationship of the
Movement that is Toc H and
Talbot House is a historical
reality that like all relationships
has changed over the years. The
links between the two were for
many years bound together with
the UK leadership of Toc H being
closely linked with the
management of Talbot House.
Over the years the link became
more in the way of voluntary
support with the Belgians rightly
taking over the management of
the House.

It is important to recognise that of
equal importance was the fact
that it was a place of prayer. The
upper room being a chapel in
which men could find quiet and
peace before re-entering to the
battlefield.
In carrying the memory of those
days and more importantly of
comrades who did not return, it is
not difficult to imagine the sense
of loss and defeat that the first
members of Toc H must have felt.
In creating Toc H, Tubby Clayton
recognised that there was a need
for many of these men to meet
and share in fellowship,

The importance of Talbot House
to Toc H cannot be underestimated. Toc H was founded in
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recognising that the camaraderie of the trenches could not be recreated.
It was possible to create a space where memories may be retained in
silence or shared with others who understood what they had been through.
The fellowship experienced in Talbot House was a tangible reality that
might be brought back to life by men meeting together.
A key element in the formation of Toc H was that whilst it was important to
remember lost comrades, it was of equal importance that there should be a
creative and positive outcome of the meetings. To this end the members
were encouraged to undertake activities that would serve the wider
community.
These were intended to be an active and living memorial, and to contribute
to the building of a better society that was hoped for after the horrors of
the war. An important part of the activities was that they should be
undertaken without a fanfare or publicity, it was important to ‘do good’ for
its own sake and to do so in the memory of those who had died.
In this way Toc H was a living memorial that was assisting in building what
would today be described as ‘the common good’. A central theme of the
work of Toc H was to break down barriers between people, the focus of
Talbot House was the recognition that all men were equal, the motto being
‘abandon rank all ye who enter here’.
This was a radical message in the middle of the First World War and it
remains so even in the 21st century. The members that followed in the
years after 1922 were active in seeing to identify ways of meeting the
needs of the least well off in society.
A letter received by the main Toc H office a few months ago offers an
example of the good works, the writer gave thanks for a dress given to her
when she was a child, living in a poor family the dress given as a gift by a
Toc H branch was an example of offering a simple act of kindness. A new
dress in a family where new clothes were unusual was a memory that
lasted down the years.
The principles that underpinned the membership’s commitment are what
we know as the Four Points of the Compass.
The years following the foundation in 1922 led to an ever increasing
The In Touch magazine is now being produced three times a year, and
is free to members. Last date for submission of articles is the end of
February, June and October
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membership which eventually led to a sister organisation of women who
worked to the same principles and offered service to the communities in
which they lived.
In the many years to the present day Toc H has been at the forefront of
many initiatives that have served groups of deprived individuals and
families. The service offered through simple acts of kindness may not be
associated with the name of the organisation and that is perhaps a good
sign that service freely given with no expectation of thanks or reward.
The child that grew out of the foundation of Talbot House like all children
grew up into a healthy adult and whilst it can look back to the house in
Belgium, it has over the years made its own contribution to the life of the
community.
In 2015 we will celebrate the hundredth anniversary of the opening of
Talbot House and give thanks for the good that has emanated from within
its walls. The fact that it continues to be a place both of pilgrimage and a
memorial are factors we applaud and celebrate.
The child is now a partner in the wider work of promoting a renewed
understanding of the principles that led Tubby Clayton to open the doors of
Talbot House.
In the coming months we will be working to identify new and innovative
ways forward. These will draw on both our shared history and, of equal
importance, the many aspects of our very different contributions, both to
the memory of those who were the first visitors to Talbot House and the
many women and men who have contributed to working out the principles
of the Four Points of the Compass.
Terry Drummond

Based on a talk given to a Flanders House Seminar April 28th 2015

Question and Answer One
Linda May writes asking us for help with a query …...whilst watching the
Trooping of the Colour on the television the commentator mentioned one of
the pieces played by the band was “Toc H” by Joseph Mansfield – she asked
if we had any information about this?

Joseph Mansfield served in the band of the Irish Guards and took part in
concerts at Talbot House during WW1. It was last played at the Trooping of
the Colour in 1929 and again this year in recognition of the Centenary of
Talbot House. There is a record of it and the sheet music in the archives
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Garden Parties Galore
In May…
We were invited to
send two guests with
their companions to the
Queen’s Garden Party
at Buckingham Palace.
Rebecca Dickson
represented Toc H with
her daughter Ruth, as
did Linda Parker and
her husband.
The weather was good
as was the music and it
was a thoroughly
enjoyable occasion

In June…..
A small but happy group met at Alison House on a beautiful summer’s day,
and enjoyed the surroundings and the delicious buffet! ……….

Cover Picture: Finding the name Machine Gunner of Richard Straw
Grandad of Dave Lomas and Great Grandad of Sally his daughter and
cousin John Fellows at Tyne Cot on the first of Tubby’s Tours
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…….. and in July
The Heart of England Branch were delighted to welcome friends from
Barnsley, Barton on Humber and the Board to a garden party at the home
of Doug and Hilary G C.
Again the weather was fabulous, not too hot and no rain ensured that
everyone enjoyed the garden and there was plenty of room to circulate and
the two dogs had a whale of a time clearing up the crumbs.

A wide variety of hats was provided by the hosts to keep the sun from
people’s eyes.
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An Appeal for Help
Doug Fairgrieve has asked if it
might be possible to help Mrs
Surinder Sandhu via In Touch,
She is trying to find anyone in
Toc H who knew her father and
wrote ….

“Dilbagh Singh Basra was a Toc
H member around 1966 when he
would have been aged 45 and
lived on Somerville Rd in
Leicester. This photo was taken
when he was 68 and he died in
August 2001.
In her own words she says "I
can't say much but I remember 2
names - David and Mike. Mike
was younger and tall and there
was something wrong with his
foot. I would like to see if anyone
knows him.”
She first asked my help last year but no-one in Cosby knew him, none of us
had been a member that long ago. I did suggest that a photograph might
help if it could be shown to some of our older members and of course they
would almost certainly be lone members, hence my reference to In Touch.
Like many people she has good memories of Toc H through her father and if
David or Mike could be found, if they are still alive, then I think it would
really make her day. Having spoken to her she seems a really nice person
so I would like us to help if we can.
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Flanders in London
On April 28th a small seminar was held at Flanders House in central London,
it was one of three on the First World War and was devoted to Talbot
House, its foundation and history.
The speakers included Ken Prideaux-Brune who gave an overview of Tubby
Clayton and how Talbot House came into being, serious and amusing, Ken
gave the audience insights that can only come from someone who knew
Tubby whilst also drawing on his own commitment to Talbot House.
The next speakers were DJ and Rafe from Talbot House who talked about
the centenary celebrations and of the work of the Museum and Talbot
House. The overview included information on the refurbishment of the
rooms used by visitors and the importance of the Toc H members who give
their time as wardens.
I summed up the seminar with a brief overview of Toc H as an organisation
that grew out of the work and ministry that was offered at Talbot House.
Pointing out that the Movement had its roots in the building but had
developed a life and work of its own with the Four Points of the Compass as
its starting point.
We ended with Belgian beer and refreshments and left with a bag of First
World War information to encourage visitors to Flanders.
The seminar was part of the promotion of Flanders as a tourist destination
and shows how important Talbot House is to this endeavour.
Terry Drummond

Question and Answer Two
Linda May’s second question was concerning Weirside and who can use it
and whether we have any leaflets about it.

The answer is that anyone can use Weirside but it is particularly suited to
organisations and charities like Scouts, climbing/walking groups etc. We
have leaflets and we plan to add it to the Toc H website. In fact we enlist
the help of members in advertising it and therefore have enclosed a leaflet
with this magazine and ask you to pass it on to someone who might be
interested like a school/local church or even the local library.
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Preparations for the Centenary of Talbot House
Peace Book : This has been racing round the branches and now there are
just two left to visit with it. It will return to Poperinge in early September,
so there is still time to write in it as an individual - please contact us.
A Different Chain of Light : Paul Dimoline is passing the light on from
Poperinge via the Barton on Humber lamp
Paintings : Five paintings from Toc H UK have been delivered to Poperinge
to join others from around the world in the exhibition
Anniversary Week in Poperinge : hosting a week of activities in
recognition of the centenary of the opening of Talbot House by Tubby is
proving to be quite costly for Toc H Belgium who wondered if there were
members who are unable to attend but might like to contribute to the costs
of the event. More details of which can be found on :tochbelgium@live.be
or/and
https://www.facebook.com/TocHBelgium
If you would like to make a financial contribution to the occasion Toc H
Belgium’s bank details are:
Account number: IBAN BE52 7383 1510 3209
BIC (Bank Identification): KREDBEBB

Branch Visits
Doug and I have had the privilege of visiting nearly all the branches with
the Peace Book and as could be expected are amazed by the diversity and
vibrancy of so many of them. Of course in some the membership keep the
lamp burning by concentrating on the first point of the compass Fellowship but in so doing they can’t but help act out the other points too.
Other branches do an immense amount of the second point - Service and
similarly therefore act out the other three by doing so. In particular Denny
who hold a club night every Thursday which is the highlight of the week for
the 60 people with special needs who attend - Newport with their twice a
week gatherings for elderly/lonely friends - Barnsley who just do so much
for their community etc
It would be really great if those branches who no longer need to raise
funds for their own service could support the branches who are so active.
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A Grand Old Lady
We have received news from South Africa of the death of one of their
members - Margaret Share
Margaret was born in South Africa on 3rd
July 1913 and she married Louis William
Share on 26th December 1936. Together
they had three children, Hilary born in
1938, Anthia born in 1941 and Rodney born
in 1943 who died in 2010. She lived in
Rhodesia/Zimbabwe from 1947-2002.
Margaret was already a widow when she
joined Colenbrander Branch of Toc H in the
early 1960’s. She held down a job in one of
the big Department stores in Bulawayo and only left in the early sixties
when she had to retire. She decided to go and live in South Africa with her
family in 2002
Toc H filled a big part of her life in Bulawayo and although working limited
her in what she could do for Toc H she found an outlet for her sense of
humour and acting ability with the Toc H Ladies Choir. The Choir put on
entertainment for residents in Old Age Homes and sang at the Toc H
Combined Branches Christmas Carol Services and the Toc H Rededication
Services.
On one occasion the Choir travelled as far as Chiredzi (over 300 miles away)
in the Sugar Cane growing area to sing at the presentation of Toc H lamps
to three Toc H Branches. En route back to Bulawayo the Choir was asked
to sing at the Presbyterian
Church in Fort Victoria. The
picture below was taken when
the Choir stopped to sing at the
Presbyterian Church – Margaret
is the lady on the far right.
Margaret passed away on 20th
August 2014 leaving behind 2
children, 8 Grandchildren, 15
Great Grandchildren and one
Great Great Grandchild! B W
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Tubby’s Tours No 1
With the ability to take groups to Poperinge and to visit the sights and WW1 cemeteries
Andy gathered together a group from Barnsley to trial what he has called Tubby’s Tours.
Below is his account of it:-

We were welcomed
to Talbot House by
John and Louisa
Evans and their
daughter Mary who
have been wardens
at Talbot House for
many years and
apparently were
once known as the
warden family
because they took
along the whole
family every year to
Poperinge.
After telling them our plans for the next couple of days it was soon decided
that Mary would accompany us to the Somme the following day as she had
not been there before.
We started off by visiting
Delville Wood, the S. African
National Memorial before
spending a few minutes at
crucifix corner and then on to
Mametz Wood and the Welsh
Dragon, a beautiful few
minutes of reflection followed
as Mary our guest was invited
to lay a small poppy wreath.
Next we went to Fricourt
German Cemetery where
more wooden crosses were laid and prayers were said by all. We were then
on to the Lochnagar Crater where folk were amazed at the vast hole left to
remind us of the war. A scar that will surely never be healed.
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After a nice lunch in Albert we
then visited Sheffield Park to
see the Barnsley Pals memorial
and also spent time with the
Accrington, Leeds, Bradford
and Sheffield pals in Railway
Hollow and St John's, Luke and
Mathew spinneys. It was a very
moving time and we even
came across an ammo dump
that had been turned up from
the recent Iron Harvest.
From there it was onto the Ulster Tower and the massive monument at
Thiepval where we had time to look at the visitor centre and buy a few
souvenirs. On the way back north to Poperinge we called at the Canadian
memorial at Vimy Ridge which is probably the most beautiful of all.
On the second day we went to the Peace Pool and got wet through but
Noel managed to find the makings of a walking stick so all turned out well.
Tyne Cot was next and it was the highlight of the trip as we found the
name of Machine Gunner Richard Straw, Grandad of Dave Lomas and Grt
Grandad of Sally his daughter and cousin John Fellows who are featured in
the photo on the cover. From there we went to Passchendale via
Langamark German Cemetery where more
thoughts were gathered. Next we went in
search of and found Harry Patch’s Plaque a
special moment for me as it was he who
started my journey with Toc H.
We had a bit of bother finding Hill 62 as its
not really a Hill but after calling for a look at
the Hoog Crater site and having a lovely
Croque Monsieur and chips we got directions
and had an hour in the preserved trenches
at Hill 62 and Sanctuary Woods.
Finally we had a couple of hours to relax at
Ypres before attending the very moving last
post ceremony at the Menin Gate. (The
29,999th such ceremony)
A fantastic trip so far we had all very much enjoyed the experience and
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were sad to be leaving the house after our short stay.
Travelling home next morning was indeed another experience. Somehow on
approach to the ferry port we followed the car ferry signs but to our despair
found we had got mixed in with the freight and soon we were engulfed and
surrounded by lorries in what we now know as operation stack.
We were worried to say the least and having 6 pensioners, one 90 yrs old,
on board we were concerned that our food and water rations were very low.
We weren't prepared for this.
After finding the website for P&O ferries we tried the 0800 numbers but
could not connect as we were in France. Paul chippy Chipchase had a
brainwave and decided to send a message to their page on Facebook.
Within a few minutes we had a reply and after exchanging a few details we
were put in contact with a wonderful lady in Dover called Noelle.
Noelle was very reassuring and told us that she had already got the ball
rolling in Calais and we would be getting help as soon as possible.
Spirits were higher from then on and Port Operations Manager Francois
joined us soon after. What a guy he was - he told us that he would do his
upmost to get us out of the mess and food and water would be following
on. A few raised eyebrows from lorry drivers who had been there for hours,
as we were led to the front of the queue and to safety.
An escort was then provided and we were
taken to passport control and on to the ferry
terminal. When we had boarded the ferry
my name was called out and I was
summoned to the info desk were the Cpt was
waiting to speak to me regarding our
welfare. P&O ferries were absolutely
incredible and their customer service second
to none in what was a very difficult situation.
With the Channel Tunnel closed and an
ongoing dispute with other ferry operators
the port was chaos, we could have been
stranded for days. Thanks from all at Toc H
Barnsley for making us feel safe and a
special thanks to Noelle and Francois for
their handling of the whole affair.
We will certainly be using P&O ferries again
in the future.
Andy Hodgkinson
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Celebrating the Foundation of Toc H
To coincide with the opening of the Birmingham University Exhibition that
will draw on the Toc H archives held in the Cadbury Special Collection of
archives we are planning an event. Linda Parker, a Toc H Board member
and author of the recently published ‘Shell Shocked Prophets’ will give a
public lecture. (See page 18)
The intention is that Linda will describe and explore the importance of
Tubby Clayton’s experience in the opening of Talbot House with his postwar experience of establishing Toc H, the charity. It was to be a vehicle
that could draw on the knowledge and memories of the many exservicemen who had served in the trenches.
The lecture will give the listener the opportunity to put the exhibition into
the context of the life, work and development of Toc H. Talbot House
which celebrates its centenary this year is of course central to
understanding the movement.
It is of equal importance that we recognise that the building is a living
museum and Toc H is a body of people who seek to maintain the principles
that underpin both Talbot House and the outworking of the Four Points of
the Compass.
The exhibition will be in the main university library and will opened on 7th
September and the lecture will also be on that day in a room provided by
Cadbury Special Collections who will also provide tea or coffee beforehand.
The lecture is timed to start at 13.10 hrs and should be around 45 minutes
long.

A good idea …
Linda May told us of an idea that members might like to take forward.
Every year she arranges for flowers to be placed in the local church in
memory of her mother and she went on to say that this year she has asked
for flowers to be placed for the 100th Anniversary of Talbot House in
December. She thinks that this might be something that more of our
members might like to arrange at their local churches in December as a
way of celebrating the Anniversary on a wider scale, even lone members
could do this.
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A Play Not To Be Missed
Written by Peter Gill who also acts in it.
During the First World War Talbot House in Poperinge, Belgium a few
short miles behind the front line, became a haven for thousands of allied
troops – a ‘home from home’ where they could enjoy some of the comforts
of home and remember the men that they really were. Run by a diminutive
chaplain named Tubby Clayton the house became known by its army
signaller’s code of Toc H and ultimately would be the inspiration for the
association with that name.
Aimed at a family audience, this feel good and moving play gives a brief
taste of the history of the house and with the aid of poetry and music from
the Great War, the atmosphere that was felt by the troops that visited it.

Friday October 16th
at 7.30 p.m.
The Midlands Art Centre (The MAC)
Cannon Hill Park, Birmingham, West Midlands B12 9QH
Opposite Edgbaston Cricket Ground
Phone: 0121 446 3232
Entrance by ticket only
Tickets £10.00 each
Available either through the MAC or Toc H Central Office
Parking free
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Tubby’s Tour— A Review by a Participant.
Just recently Tubby's tours set up a trip visiting the Belgium and France
WW1 war graves and museums. Myself (Maggie Beever) and my
husband Noel went along together with seven other members of
Barnsley Toc H with Andy at the helm.
Staying in Talbot House in Poperinge we received a very warm welcome,
immediately on our arrival we were given refreshments and hospitality in
abundance with real home cooking and baking on the menu. The
memorials were awesome, the museums were jaw dropping showing
real live footage portraying what the conditions were like during the
war. Trenches as they were... deep in mud and bomb craters all around
the soldiers dodging bullets, their bayonets at the ready. Three of our
members were lucky enough to find their Grandad and Great Grandad
Richard Straw and place a remembrance poppy and cross which was a
very poignant moment.
Our last visit was to the Menin Gate's 29,999th last post ceremony the
atmosphere was made up of pride and emotional feelings from
beginning to end. We even met a group from Barnsley interested in
becoming Toc H members.
Then all packed up the next day it was time to leave but not before the
beautiful Ceremony of Light was taken by Andy in the hallowed Upper
Room. This was extra special - actually being in the Chapel where my
hero Tubby Clayton gave the soldiers sanctuary and blessed the war torn
soldiers.

Lillies on the Pool of Peace
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Upon approaching the Ferry Port
at Calais it was chaos due to a
Ferry Strike and the closing of the
Channel Tunnel.
Container lorries were
everywhere and somehow amidst
the mayhem we found ourselves
in the middle of Operation
Stacking System our Mini Bus was
dwarfed by the huge container
lorries with no way out. Upon
realising we were in quite a
predicament we talked to staff
and they said we were in the first
stack which would be a 4 hour
wait then onto another stack with
another 4 hour wait. One of the
lorry drivers told me he had been
there 30 hours but I did not relay
this information to the others.
After 3 hours of negotiation by
Andy and Paul to P&O Ferries on
Dave & Maggie passing the time and
Facebook the problem was solved
entertaining the lorry drivers
and the lane of lorries at the
side of us began to move which
allowed us to move across and be on our way. During our dilemma we
were all in high spirits by doing crosswords and believe it or not I-Spy. We
covered all four points of the compass that afternoon. Andy was asked by
the Ferry Captain to meet him on board to ensure all was well.
Can't wait for the next trip

A Plea from New Zealand!
Janet Grocott asked us to send out a plea for her – she is trying to find a
group that plans to visit Poperinge in the next twelve months or so and
would be happy for her to join their group rather than visiting Poperinge
alone. Please contact Janet via the Toc H email address if you are taking a
group across so that she can arrange to tie in her holiday in Britain with a
possible visit to Poperinge
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Shell Shocked Prophets
Former Anglican Army Chaplains in Inter-War Britain
A book by Linda Parker, Helion £25
The many activities and programmes on the
centenary of the First World War offer
everyone a new and contemporary insight into
the many aspects of the conflict. The number
of families who are seeking to learn more
about their family members who fought,
suffered and in so many cases died brings the
reality even closer to home.
In this important book Linda Parker (Toc H
Board member) describes in detail the life and
work of a number of men who ministered on
the Front Line and returned after the war to
contribute to the creation of a better society.
The fact that all of them were chaplains from
the Church of England gives the narrative a
very specific focus.
One of the main characters is Tubby Clayton
of Toc H, a man of vision and commitment, and readers of this review will
be more than aware of his work and contribution to building a better
society. Linda Parker gives the reader a very clear and insightful perspective
on his post war ministry and the development of Toc H.
The book is more than a study of Tubby Clayton, it also explores the
contribution of other chaplains, in particular Geoffrey Studdert Kennedy who
was the Missioner for the Industrial Christian Fellowship.
In exploring the contribution of the chaplains to the debates of the 1920’s, it
is interesting to realise that many of the debates in this period continue in
the present day.
I commend this book not only because of the chapter on Tubby Clayton,
important as that is, but for the research into the contribution of one
particular denomination (the Church of England) in the post war period
which offers insights that will be welcomed both by the specialist and the
general reader.

Terry Drummond
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Been, Gorn and Dunnit …. The Truth!
Ray Fabes writes from Leicester –
When I first arrived in East Anglia in the mid 1970’s someone asked me
why the Toc H Services Club in Cambridge was known as “the Been and
Gorn and Dunnit” Club – the answer was provided by Joyce Green – it
was named that after the three members of staff: Inky Bean, Eric Gawne
and Howard Dunnett!
Ray also said that he was sorry to see the notice about Simon Allard’s
death and he asked if anyone knew more about his life as he had lost
touch with him over the years, after having once lived in Simon’s house in
Woking many years ago.
Anyone with information is asked to get in touch with Ray via central office.

We will remember them !
Neville Barker

May Chapman

Irene Brindley

Joyce Priestly

Clara Edmond

Mary Flury

Jack Coe

Dilys Saffin

Edgar Stickley

Muriel Colley

Helen Dalby

Kenneth Matthews

Trevor Sizer

Norman Aspinall

William Chapman

Mary Gandy

Margery Knight

Age shall not weary them
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Remembrance Sunday at the Cenotaph
In this special year of the
centenary of Talbot House
opening its doors as Every Man’s
Club, it would be great to have a
good turn out in November.
We currently have just 12 places
allocated but are trying for
more. Please let us know if you
want to take part in this very
moving occasion by contacting
the central office. Tickets will be
ready for distribution at the AGM
on October 24th.

Members’ Gatherings
The feedback from the last round of gatherings has led to us trying to do
some more. The northern branches seemed particularly keen and so we
have set aside a date in August in Leeds - 22nd. If anyone is interested in
joining this please get in touch.
We are looking towards doing a Midlands one in the Autumn and again if
you would like to be involved please contact the central office and you will
be included.
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Mary Gandy ~ A Great Friend
Janet Grocott wrote from New Zealand to inform us of the death of
Mary Gandy who had suffered a deterioration in health and passed away in
early February. Toc H had been a big part of Mary’s life and the funeral
was attended by several ex members. Mary was an amazing lady and was
remembered by all with fond memories of Toc H spirit.
Linda May also wrote with thoughts on friendship:This is the first point of the Toc H Compass – we are lucky in the love and
fellowship shared in our own Branches and Groups etc but I want to write
of another link in the chain that binds us together – friends we have never
met.
For many years Oldham Branch
corresponded with Evelyn Dunn and
Mary Gandy, sisters in Wellington New
Zealand. This started in the 1970s
following a query about New Zealand
and we were lucky enough with a reply
from Evelyn and a regular
correspondence between the branches
with news and events and activities
followed.
Over the years this developed to include
news of life in New Zealand in general,
their travels, local Church life – the first
female Bishop in New Zealand had
originally served in their Parish, how
Mary with dog Ruby
they came to be in Wellington having
emigrated after the Second World War,
and their long involvement in Toc H both at home and abroad.
Mary’s husband Ken had become interested in Toc H at school and I
believe they met at Warden Manor so they had a long history and
connections with the Movement. After Evelyn’s death Mary continued the
correspondence and even after the closure of our respective branches we
remained in contact.
Sadly with Mary’s death this “ministry of letters” is at an end but the
fellowship and support will not be forgotten – even though we never met!
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Cosby News
As usual we have held a few coffee mornings since the start of the year.
In April we joined with Cosby Heritage Society for a St. George's dinner at
the golf club. Most enjoyable.
June 18th was our annual BBQ and about 50 members and friends enjoyed
a glorious evening of food and fellowship.

The following week we welcomed Hilary and Doug Geater Childs, who
brought the Peace Book for branch members to sign. We had another
glorious evening with them and to add to it two of our members (Jim and
Andy) had celebrated their birthdays on Monday & Tuesday, so Birthday

cake and Pimms added to a pleasant evening.
August 8th will be our Cream Tea, we trust the weather will hold fair for it.
Two events we are looking forward to are, September 19th and the
Centenary Picnic at Alrewas, and then in October, our branch will hold it's
74th birthday rededication service.
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Dilys Saffin
Newport Branch were saddened when they recently heard that Dilys had
died at the age of 99. She had moved away from Newport many years ago
and the branch lost touch with her
Her father, Frank, was a member of the branch for many years and Dilys
followed in his footsteps. She gave a lot of time to Toc H work and for many
years was a district commissioner of the Girl Guides running branches of the
Toc H Girl Guides, Brownies and Rangers in our hall. Some of the girls used
to help with our work helping with refreshments and on jumble sale stalls
etc. Dilys also did a lot of work as our representative at HQ. She was a
leading light when we provided lunches twice a month for the elderly and
infirm. She made quite a number of visits to the Old House.
Both editors remember her well for her strong character and tireless work
for Toc H over many years and her real love for young people. Dilys served
the movement at all levels, from branch, district, region and national.

Zimbabwe Goes to Barnsley
John and Dorothy Bowman were recently visiting relatives in the UK and
took the opportunity when staying in the Barnsley area to visit Jump and
attend a Barnsley Branch meeting. They wrote later as follows:We had a lovely evening with the Toc H Jump Branch...they did us proud!
Andy came for us in the Toc H bus - which was a treat in itself - and
brought us safely home. Quite a 'wild' night weather-wise, that is, with
lashing rain - so we were pleased we didn't have to drive through it
ourselves.
Andy is a great guy - so full of energy and enthusiasm for everything (it
seems) - and especially for Toc H...an inspiration!
We so enjoyed meeting him and Maggie and the other Toc H-ers. They
felt like old friends by the time we left!!
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Joyce Priestley

26 December 1915 – 26th May 2015
I first knew Joyce through Toc H
meetings of the Northfield and
Kings Norton branch of which she
had been a member for several
decades. She was a lovely lady,
always smartly dressed and always
with a mischievous glint in her eye.
This is a personal account because
I only knew Joyce for a relatively
short span of her very long life.
Some details I have had to glean
from others because she was
always so much more interested in
talking about you and your exploits
and not her own.
Although she enjoyed travelling and
holidays abroad Joyce remained
loyal to her adopted roots in
Bournville, Birmingham and contributed much to the wider community
there. She was involved in the early days of the Day Centre at St Francis
Church which later became the Luncheon Club. She also served on the
Scouts Warrant Committee for several years for South West Birmingham
and was for some years the Committee Secretary.
I will always remember Joyce in terms of the three Ls:Love for her family – two sons, two grandsons and two great
grandchildren, of whom she was immensely proud.
Loyalty - to Bournville, to St Francis Church, to the Scout Movement and to
Toc H.
Laughter – always so much shared laughter.
Just seven months from her century Joyce died. I can almost hear her
saying, “I told you I didn’t want a big party.” So her family and many
friends joined in a service of thanksgiving and then had a smaller party
instead, sharing memories and bidding a fond farewell to a very special
lady.
J.N.M.
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News from Kitty Langdan
A nice letter was received from Kitty Langdan with her membership fees
and commented on seeing Toc H on Parade at the Cenotaph, she said that
her late husband must have been “jumping up and down” on his little
cloud! He was a lifelong member of Toc H having come in as a probationer
at the age of fourteen before going on to serve as Branch Secretary and
Treasurer before becoming the Secretary to the District. She told us that
he was sad when it looked like it was closing and how pleased he would
have been to know that once again it is flourishing and being run as it was
in the old days by people who know what it is really about! She said that
he had loved his visit to the old House when he was a very young member.
She also told us that a stalwart – Maurice Chappell - of the now closed
West Pinchbeck Branch received the MBE in the most recent Queen’s
Birthday Honours list for what he did for Toc H and for the work carried out
working for those with learning difficulties helping to set up special schools
and clubs.

A Day Not To Miss! Don’t Forget ….
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A Very Special Postmark
I have been able to get a special postmark to commemorate our
centenary – attached.
I /we selected Newcastle as being the post office of choice because
Newcastle is where the national lamp is enshrined – given by Lord
Forster, the Governor General in 1924/5.
We had to have it for the 12th December – being the day we normally
observe the World Chain of Light (being ‘over the Date Line’). Australia
Post was happy to have it for a longer period. I selected 1st August
because some States celebrate their birthday in August and Tubby was
certainly in Australia at that time in 1925.
I don’t know if there are any ardent collectors of special postmarks in UK
or Belgium, but if people care to contact me by e-mail I can see what we
can do.
David Hall, Australian Secretary

It will be in use from 1st Aug through to the end of December .
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A New Book About Talbot House by Jan Louagie
Away from the turmoil of battle in the Ypres Salient, the town of Poperinge
developed into the nerve centre of the British sector. In the heart of this
bustling town, the Army Chaplains Philip (‘Tubby’) Clayton and Neville Talbot
opened an ‘Every-Man’s Club’. It was an alternative place of wholesome
recreation where all soldiers, regardless of their rank, were welcome. The
inspired way in which Tubby ran this ‘home from home’, turned Talbot
House, or ‘Toc H’, into the best-known soldiers’ club of the British Army – a
sanctuary for half a million men on their way to or from the Front. The first
part, Portrait of an Every Man’s Club, paints a graphic picture of Talbot
House against the immense background of the waste and horror of war,
from its early beginnings at the end of 1915 till the private owner’s return
early in 1919.
In the second part, A Home from Home, we are shown around the house.
This‘guided tour’ is flavoured with recollections of some 40 officers and
other ranks relating how they experienced the unique atmosphere radiating
from the various parts of the remarkable building.
In A House of People, the focus is first put on
the Padre and his batman, Private Arthur
Pettifer. Then follows a colourful palette of
stories by the ’innkeeper’, each about one
particular ’customer’ who, for one specific
reason or another, stood out in his experience.
The final chapter takes us beyond the walls of
the Old House. In a few poignant sketches it
describes Tubby’s visits to his parishioners in
the slums of warfare. It portrays the
comradeship of shared experiences, the
excitements and the miseries, and the triumph
of the human spirit over unimaginable suffering.
Pre-order via http://www.helion.co.uk/a-touchof-paradise-in-hell-talbot-house-poperinge-every-man-s-sanctuary-from-thetrenches.html at £22.50
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NATIONAL PRAYER CYCLE
(This can be used weekly or monthly)

Friendship – To love widely

Think of all Members in Britain and Overseas.
Think of all Branches, their fellowship and activities.
Pray for members who are housebound, ill or isolated.

Service – To build bravely

Pray for all whom we are serving or helping
Think of new opportunities that Weirside offers.
Pray for Khasdobir, the work of KYAG, for Afzal the coordinator
and everyone who benefits from the training provided.

Fair-mindedness – To think fairly

Think of Talbot House and its Centenary this year
Think of the First War and events associated with it.
Think of all suffering from division & fighting today & those
working for peace and reconciliation.

Witness – To witness humbly

Give thanks for creation and all the benefits we receive.
Think of the Board of Trustees and others running Toc H.
Pray that the spirit and ethos of Toc H may spread. and that
more people may be drawn into the Movement.
Give thanks for the food and resources we have.

MISSION STATEMENT
Toc H is committed to building a
fairer society by working with
communities to promote
friendship and service, confront
prejudice and practice
reconciliation.

The aims of Toc H are defined by the
four points of the compass, first defined
in 1920:
Friendship:

To love widely

Service:

To build bravely

Fairmindedness: To think fairly
Witness:

To witness humbly
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